Drive savings
of 15-30% with
Continuous Efficiency
Customized services that take you from planning to savings faster
If your current energy efficiency efforts are inconsistent, continuous efficiency may seem like
an unreachable goal. But, efficiency doesn’t have to be all or nothing. Continuous efficiency can
begin with a simple commitment to continuous improvement, even if you start small. With our
expert guidance, your efficiency strides can be slow and steady or supercharged.

A custom approach delivers
more value
Your journey toward greater efficiency
will depend on a number of variables.
A program customized to your unique
situation is critical. We’re here to design an
efficiency strategy that meets you where
you are and evolves as your needs change.
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• Utility Management
• Facility Management
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• Operations Management
Our efficiency experts work with you
to explore each area, mine the
opportunities and capture the savings.

Learn more: se-efficiency.com
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Savings

Utility Management – 3% savings
We give you a clear picture of your energy usage to help reduce your consumption and costs.
We use monitoring technology or connect to your existing infrastructure to capture your monthly or interval utility
data. We track your plug load usage, costs, bills and overall performance to develop a reduction strategy. We track
your progress, identify overuse at the site level and quantify savings.
Service benefits

Service deliverables

•
•
•
•

• Savings opportunities report
(using your actual utility rates)
• Benchmarks against like companies

Data quality and consistency, report accuracy
Single point of contact for all efficiency services
Access to interval data analysis platform
Training, system set-up

Facility Management – 7% savings
We recommend equipment and systems improvements so you can prioritize projects.
We monitor your energy-intensive equipment: pumps, chillers, HVAC, lighting, cooling towers, etc. Our ongoing
analysis identifies root cause of problems so you can take corrective action and optimize performance. And, if your
efficiency gains slip, our alerts will signal you to respond quickly.
Service benefits

Service deliverables

• Cost savings measurement and tracking at the system
and equipment level
• Streamlined operations and maintenance activities
• Single-source integration of new technology
(if applicable)

•
•
•
•
•

Critical equipment monitored
Technology recommendations
KPI development
High-level facility audit
Enterprise portfolio reports

Operations Management – 15% savings
We look at operations across your entire enterprise to identify ways to improve performance.
Energy operations often extends across multiple departments and stakeholders. That’s why collaboration is the most
effective way to drive the greatest efficiency returns. We monitor employees’ behavior, system interactions and your
corporate governance structure to drive the greatest energy efficiency improvements throughout your organization.
Service benefits

Service deliverables

• Behavioral and cultural changes around energy
awareness
• Analytics developed according to strategic vision
• Sustained results through technology and a
repeatable model
• Right-sized monitoring by location

•
•
•
•
•

Detailed business case
Reporting, analysis by location
Corporate advanced efficiency management strategy
Detailed assessment of all energy flows, systems
Collaborative plan reviews by location

Let us develop a Continuous Efficiency plan for you.
Learn more: se-efficiency.com

